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• Lowering threshold for contributions
• Attribution for authors per pathway












































































































• More scripts bots 
• Curator tools
• Social rewards
Contributing a new pathway




































• Online (Mar ’07) Success!



































• Online (Mar ’07) Success!
• First unknown user (Jan ‘08)



































































“You may be interested, When I created the first 
wiki 13 years ago I had in the back of my mind 
the creation of a community of practicing 
software professionals (my discipline) that could 
engage in a "simplified scholarship" inspired by 
our best scientific disciplines. Imagine my 
satisfaction when my internet techniques 
are found attractive by the communities that 
most inspired me.”
         




































• Online (Mar ’07) Success!
• First unknown user (Jan ‘08)
• Email from “father of wiki”


































































































































































2008   2009    2010
5 mo5 mo
38% increase
   * US, China, India
   * length of visit
   * depth of visit





• google 32%  
• yahoo 40%  
• bing 17%  
• CIRM 100%  








































































Who cares about biological wikis?


































Who cares about biological wikis?
Linkouts to Wikipedia
































































































































































































































• Oregon State University
– Jaiswal lab (plant pathways)
• NIH, NCI
– MIMs group (molecular interaction maps)
• Stanford University
– PharmGKB (curation tools)
• Google Summer of Code
– 1000 student and 150 organizations
– 90 countries represented























































Rebecca Tang GSoC, Google
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